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Reliable foraging
at the moments that 
matter

As a livestock farmer or contractor you want to rely on your 

machines. You want to perform to the maximum, independent of the 

conditions.

In 1986 Schuitemaker released the world’s first dual-purpose loader 

wagon. Since then, livestock farmers and contractors have only 

needed one wagon for both grass and maize. Efficiently deployable 

throughout the harvesting season with just one smart investment. 

Thanks to the unique concept of the Schuitemaker Trailing 

pick-up, the Schuitemaker Rapide loader wagon has a compact 

construction and maximum ground clearance. Therefore we can 

proudly say that we are still the inventors of the one and only dual-

purpose loader wagon.
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Our unique  
Rapide concept
compact with 
maximum ground 
clearance

Over 30 years proven foraging results

The Schuitemaker Rapide is equipped with a trailing pick-up as 

standard. A unique technology in which the pick-up is positioned 

under the wagon. As a result, the wagon construction is more 

compact with the same load volume and you have maximum 

ground clearance for silage work.

Unlike a stinged pick-up, the Schuitemaker Trailing pick-up runs 

smoothly over a bumpy field and swivels out of the way when it 

encounters obstacles. This gives you the best surface adaption and 

a guaranteed clean crop flow. In addition, the 1.80 m wide pick-up 

enables you to pick up faster and cleaner. 

The combination of the unique Schuitemaker Trailing pick-up, 

the RapidFlow feed roller and the powerful, smooth PowerRotor, 

makes the loading process even easier, more economical and more 

efficient than ever before. This way you effortlessly achieve the 

optimal result.

RapidFlow for optimal crop flow

Open rear side for easy maintenance
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Top quality
Forage
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Powerrotor
the optimum rotor in  
all circumstances

The Schuitemaker PowerRotor makes the process of foraging 

smoother, even in the toughest conditions. This means a minimum 

power requirement and lower fuel consumption.

The optimal rotor shape was developed after much research and 

field testing. Thanks to the optimized tooth shape, less pressure 

is exerted on the front wall, resulting in a long service life for the 

Schuitemaker Rapide.

All this while maintaining the excellent cutting quality you 

expect from a Schuitemaker.
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Efficient and fresh 
feeding
with the Rapide V

The Schuitemaker Rapide is also available in a feeding wagon 

variant, which makes it possible to feed the cows fresh grass every 

day. This allows you to achieve high efficiency in the mineral cycle 

and perfect protein utilization from your own crop. 

The Schuitemaker Rapide V versions have three rollers as standard 

that, in combination with the cross conveyor belt, distribute the crop 

evenly at the feed fence. This makes the Rapide even more versatile.
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Control box
clear and intelligent

The combination of the user-friendly joysticks and the intelligent 

control screen ensure that the Schuitemaker Rapide is easy to use. 

This allows you to fully focus on the loading process.

When unloading, the position of the tailgate is indicated on the 

control box and you can set automatic functions yourself. To avoid 

dangerous situations, the control box is protected against erroneous 

operation. The Schuitemaker Controlbox is a compact control 

screen which can also be linked to Isobus control.
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Technical specifications

Explanation of symbols:    = Standard     O = Optional      -   = Not available
All data has been compiled with the greatest possible care but are non-binding. Changes in construction/design are always possible.

RAPIDE 10 SERIES

TYPE: 55 65 75 85

Multi-purpose Yes Yes No No

Volume DIN, standard 27 33 44 49

Total dimensions Length 842 942 1042 1142

Width 250 250 250 250

Height 334 334 365 365

Box dimensions Length 643 743 843 943

Width 220 220 220 220

Height 206 206 216 216

Pick-up width 180 180 180 180

Cutting length 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,4

Track width 1900 1900 2000 2000

Tandem (technical capacity) Tons 18 18 20 20

Loading capacity Tons 10 10 10 10

Max. tire height 117 117 117 117

Airbrakes

Electric airbrake control - -

Automatic airbrake control - -

Automatic airbrake control

Ball coupling K80 O O O O

3 sectional knivebar O O O O

RapidFlow Intake roller O O O O

Additional roller for loading fresh or short grass O O O O

Weighing system O O O O

TANDEM RAPIDE 10 SERIES

TYPE: 55 65 75 85

18 tons following steered pendeltandem - -

18 tons forced steered pendeltandem O O - -

20 tons parabolic suspended following steered pendeltandem - -

20 tons parabolic suspended forced steered pendeltandem - - O O
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